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BEADED CYMBAL™ BOX
BY KATIE DEAN
www.beadflowers.co.uk

Cymbal™ Metal Fashion Elements add a touch of embellishment
to this beaded box. What secrets will you hide inside?
Skill Level: Advanced
Techniques to know: Peyote stitch – triangular, tubular, decreasing, stitch-in-the-ditch, zipping up.
Ending/adding thread. Using jump rings.
Finished size: about 1.5 inches (38mm) wide and 1 inch (25mm) high.
MATERIALS
18g size 8/0 Miyuki seed beads in
Matte Metallic Khaki Iris (A)
7g size 8/0 Miyuki seed beads in
Lined Green AB (B)
6 Cymbal Vigla 8/0 Bead Substitutes in
Gold Plate (C)
11 Cymbal Elasa 8/0 Bead Substitutes in
Gold Plate (D)

13 Cymbal Pilos 8/0 Bead Endings in
Gold Plate (E)
#10 beading needles
Fireline 6lb.
Scissors or thread zapper
Round nose pliers
25 jump rings – 5mm or 6mm (Optional)
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Design Notes
With this project my aim was to incorporate Cymbal™ Elements into the box. These elements
have been designed to fit with size 8 seed beads, hence the choice of materials for this box.
Size 8 beads give a much more flexible working structure than the cylinder beads used more
commonly in dimensional beadwork. So, you need to focus on pulling your thread as tight as
you can to get really firm tension. When you add the lip shaping, this will also help better
structure the box.

Work with a comfortable length of thread and add as needed throughout this project.
Step 1: Use (A) beads to make a Peyote triangle with 9 rows. Your final row will have a single
bead in each corner and a total of 24 beads in the row. Figure 1 shows this triangle, with the
arrow indicating the exit point at your final row. If you’re not sure of the Peyote triangle
technique, use this tutorial to learn it: https://beadflowers.co.uk/beads/patterns/by-type/nonjewellery/peyote-shapes-tutorial- geometric-shapes/
Step 2: Continue working in tubular Peyote to add another 13 rows, following the chart in Figure
2. Every row will contain 24 beads and a step up at the end. This will pull the sides of your triangle
upwards into a tube. At the end of the final row, just check, you should have a ‘space’ in your
corner alignment. If you need any help with tubular Peyote, use this blog:
https://www.myworldofbeads.com/learn-tubular-peyote/
Helpful information about Figure 2 chart
I have labelled the starting bead for each row, with its row number. So, the first row you stitch
will start with the bead labelled ‘10’, reading the pattern left to right. You need to repeat this
pattern three times to complete each row (i.e. one full pattern per side of your triangle box). If
you’re not sure about how to follow a tubular Peyote pattern, you might like to try this online
course: https://my-world-of-beads.teachable.com/p/how-to-read-peyote-stitch-charts
Step 3: Over the next section, you are going to add a lip to strengthen the top of your box.
Lip Row 1: Use your (A) beads to stitch a row in which you make a decrease in each corner
(i.e., pass through the two beads on either side of the corner and pull them in tight). This row will
contain 21 beads and a step up.
Lip Rows 2 & 3: Still using the (A) beads, stitch two more rows of tubular Peyote. Each row will
contain 21 beads. Step up at the end of row 2. At the end of row 3, check that you have a ‘space’
in each corner. Then weave through your beads to exit from a bead in the final row of your side
section (the last row from step 2 – row 22 in the chart).
TIP: It’s the row with your first decrease.
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Lip Row 4: Use the (A) beads to add a stitch-in-the-ditch row. Note: each time you reach a
corner, you will find your two pulled-in beads. You need to add 1(A) between them. So, this new
row will contain 24 beads. These new beads will stick out from your work – you should encourage
them upwards. Step up at the end of the row. If you’re not sure about the stitch-in-the-ditch
technique, you can reference this blog: https://www.myworldofbeads.com/peyote-stitch-in-theditch-technique/
Lip Rows 5-7: Add three more rows of tubular Peyote to bring this outer wall upwards around
the outside of the inner wall (Lip rows 1-3). Each row will contain 24 beads and a step up. Make
sure that your final row has a ‘space’ in each corner.
Zipping Up: Now, zip up row 7 (top row of the outer wall) to row 3 (top row of the inner wall). As
shown in Figure 3, row 7 has 24 beads, while row 3 has just 21. So, as you zip up, you are going
to pull BOTH beads from either side of the row 7 corner space INTO the corner space in row 3.
In effect, you are making a decrease in each corner of the outer wall, to allow both walls to fit
together. Figure 3 shows the thread path for the corners.
If you need more help with zipping up, you can reference this blog:
https://www.myworldofbeads.com/zipping-peyote-stitch-guide/
Step 4: When you have finished zipping up, weave through to the nearest corner in Lip Row 7.
You are going to use your (D) bead substitutes as the “hinge beads” shown in Figure 4 to add a
stitch-in-the-ditch strip along just ONE side of the top of the box. This should be 7 elements.
Then, finish your thread securely and your box base is complete.
Step 5: Work with a comfortable length of thread (about 1.25 yd) and add as needed to make
the box lid. Use the (A) beads and stitch the first 8 rows of your triangle as you did in the box
bottom. So, your final row should still have 2 beads in each corner.
In row 9, you are going to add (D) bead substitutes and (E) bead endings as shown in Figure 5,
in each of the corners and along two sides. For the third side, you need to zip up to the (D)
substitutes in your lid. This will act as the hinge for your box lid.
Make sure the join is secure, then finish your thread.
TIP: If your box feels a bit soft, secure a new thread in the bottom triangle and sew through existing
thread paths to firm things up.
Step 6: As a design option, use your jump rings to add a chain effect. Start by adding one jump
ring to each of your (E) beads (i.e. thread through the ring on the bead). Then, connect these
jump rings with the remaining rings. See Figure 6. If you know any chain maille weaves, try one
of those for a more creative chain.
This completes your box!
NOTE: To help beaders not as familiar with tubular peyote, Beadsmith has attached an additional
tutorial at the end of this original pattern for a bit more detailed guidance. We hope you find this useful.
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BASIC GUIDE FOR KATIE DEAN CYMBAL BEADED BOX
Refer to this for extra help with tubular peyote.

FIGURE 1: rows 1-2
1. String three 8A and knot the working thread and tail forming a ring, leaving enough tail to weave in
later. Exit the first 8.
2. String two 8A and sew through the next 8 in the first ring. Repeat two more times for three pair. Exit
through one of the first pair of 8A added this Step.
FIGURE 2: row 3
3. String two 8A and sew through the next 8A in the pair. String one 8A and sew through one 8 in the
next pair. Repeat twice more. Exit one 8A in the first pair added this step. The pairs of beads form
“columns” similar to herringbone stitch at the three corners of the triangular shape forming.
4. FIGURE 3: row 4
FIGURE 4: rows 1-9
5. Continue to work in peyote stitch around for eight rows, adding two 8A at each corner of the three
columns. Thread paths for each row are different colors for clarity in the diagram.
6. At the ninth row add only one 8A in each corner. You should have seven “out” beads along each
side of the triangle shape as shown in the original pattern Figure 1: Peyote Triangle.
7. Follow the pattern as shown in Original Figure 2: Side Pattern. Continue in tubular peyote. Note the
starting beads for each new row marked with that row number. Work for thirteen new rows (rows 1022) around for each side of the triangle, stepping up at the end of each row. Change colors according
to the illustration, picking up a bead substitute where the illustration directs.
8. Row counts continuing with row 10: Color A (gold) color B (blue) color C (cymbal substitutes added
Row 16). Step up when you reach the first bead after each complete row around.
10: 2A-1B-2A-1B-2A
11: 1A-5B-2A
12: 6A-2B
13: 6B-1A-1B
14: B all around
15: 5B-1A-7B-1A-7B-1A-2B
16: 2B-1C-4B-1C-2B-1C-4B-1C
17: 4A-7B-1A-7B-1A-3A
18: A all around
19: 3B-1A
20: 2B-2A-6B-2A-6B-2A-4B
21: 1B-3A-2B-1A-2B-3A-2B-1A-2B-3A-2B-1A-1B
22: 4A-1B-2A-1B
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